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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has an Exchange Server 2016 Organization. The
Organization contains three servers and 2000 mailboxes.
The company's compliance policy has the following requirements:
* A compliance officer named OfficerAdmin must be able to
search all of the mailboxes for email messages that contain
specific Keywords.
* OfficerAdmin must be able to read all of the email messages
that contains specific keywords.
* OfficerAdmin must be able to prevent specific users from
deleting email messages that contain specific keywords.
You need to identify which management roles must be assigned to
OfficerAdmin to meet the requirements.
Which management role group should you identify for each
requirement?
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following datatypes cannot be filtered by using
common filters?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose two.
A. Hyperlink
B. OLE Object
C. Calculated Field
D. AutoNumber
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
The following datatypes cannot be filtered by using common
filters:
OLE Object: The OLE Object datatype is used to attach files and
add binary data to a table. This datatype stores each data in a
bitmap format.
This results in an increase in the size of a database file.
Only a single file can be added to each row of a table. The
files attached can be Microsoft Office files, graphics files,
sound files, pdf files, etc.
Calculated Field: The Calculated Field datatype is used to
store the results of a calculation. The calculation should
refer to other fields created in the same table. In order to
create the calculation, a user can use the Expression Builder
that provides the use of IntelliSense and an easy way to access
expression values.
Answer C and B are incorrect. These datatypes can be filtered
by using common filters.
The Hyperlink datatype is used to store a hyperlink that is
linked to a Web page or to a local or network file. It can
store 1GB of data. Any type of file can be linked through this
datatype. Each row of a table contains only one hyperlink.
The AutoNumber datatype is used for inserting a number
automatically and incrementing it by one when a new record is
inserted in a table. The increment can be changed through the
New Values property. This property has the following two
values:
Increment
Random

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4

ServerA contains two ISO images of a package repository named
so1.repo.iso-a and so1.repo.iso-b respectively. You need to
create a single local package repository on server that clients
can connect to. The package repository will be stored on the
/export/IPS file system and named repo. The preferred publisher
will be named solaris and the publisher URL will be
http://serverA.example.com.
Which is the correct procedure to perform on ServerA to create
the local Package repository?
A. cat so1.repo,iso-a so1.repo.iso-b &gt;
/export/IPS/repo.isoMount the ISO image and copy the repo
directory from the ISO image to /export/IPS/reposet the
pkg/inst_root property and the pkg/readonly property to
/export/IPS/reposet the preferred pkg/inst_root property by
using pkg set-publisher - G http://serverA.example.com/ \- g
http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris.com/release/- p solaris
B. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b &gt; /export/IPS/repoSet
the pkg/inst_root property to true and the pkg/readonly
property to /export/IPSSet the preferred publisher by using pkg
set-publisher -G http://serverA.example.com/ \-g
http://pkg/oracle.com/solaris/rekease/solaris
C. cat so1.repo.iso-a sol.repo.iso-b &gt; so1.full.isoMount the
ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the contents of
the ISO file to the /export/IPS file system.Set the
pkg/inst_root property to /export/IPS/repo and the pkg/readonly
property to true.Set the preferred publisher by using pkg
set-publisher -Ghttp://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release/ \-g
http"//serverexample.com/ solaris
D. cat so1.repo.iso-a so1.repo.iso-b &gt; so1.full.isoMount the
ISO image and use the rsync command to extract the contents of
the ISO file to /export/IPS/repoSet the pkg/inst_root property
to /export/IPS/repo and the pkg/readonly property to trueSet
the preferred publisher by using pkg set-publisher solaris \-g
http://pkg.oracle.com/
Answer: A
Explanation:
Concatenate the files into one file using the cat command.
Make the contents of the repository .iso file available using
the mount command.
To increase the performance of repository accesses and to avoid
the need to remount
the .iso image each time the system restarts,copy the
repository files from /mnt/repo/to a
ZFS file system. You can do this copy with rsync or with tar.
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